Research & Development
Rainbow Printing Ltd. ensures that all security printing from our facilities are fortified by the best anti-fraud printing advancements.

We are continually doing research and development to ensure that cutting-edge technologies are integrated into your design.

With current advances in cheque security, Rainbow Printing Ltd.’s cheques help eliminate cheque fraud, with optional advanced security features.

Learn more at rainbowprinting.ca, or by contacting us directly today.

Cheque Fraud: A Serious Threat that Affects Us All
Did you know that fraud causes billions of dollars in losses to businesses every year?

Cheques are often targeted by counterfeiters, because of their widespread use. But they are still the most economical and secure method of payment. Plus, cheques help you personalize and promote your brand.

World-Class Cheque Printing Processes
Rainbow Printing Ltd. is a certified Canadian Payments Association printer, with our own ID number 3025. We are the only licensed cheque printer in Atlantic Canada.

This means we are always up-to-date on the latest standards and regulations for printing secure, tamper-resistant cheques.

Our cheques are locally manufactured and printed in our shop in New Brunswick.

Secure Laser
Ghost Reactor
Fluorescent Fibres
Secure Watermark

Your Complete Security Printing Partner
With our state-of-the-art equipment and technology, at Rainbow Printing Ltd., we manage security printing jobs of all types and sizes.

We Have Expertise In:
- Business cheques
- Prescription pads
- Transcripts & diplomas
- Transit passes
- Licenses
- Gift certificates
- Coupons
- Event tickets

Learn More, Request a Free Quote or Order Online
506.433.2877
617.380.7462 (toll free)
rainbowprinting.ca

Business Cheques
Advertise while paying your bills.
Protect your brand with our Secure Cheques
A Leader in Custom Cheque Printing Solutions

Our experience, expertise and attention to detail will give you peace-of-mind that your cheques have been printed according to the latest security standards and specifications. Our state-of-the-art technology and equipment will help protect your brand value and business from counterfeiting and fraud.

State-of-the-art Security Features

We provide a suite of advanced, layered cheque printing solutions to help protect you and prevent the cost and hassle that comes with fraud. These twelve security features are included in all of our cheques:

- **Paper Security Features (Included in all cheque paper during manufacturing)**
  - UV Dull Paper
    - Manufactured by a certified Security Cheque Paper Mill
  - Authentic Genuine Multi-Tone Watermarks
    - Embedded directly into the paper fibres, and is only sold to approved security printers
  - Ghost Reactor Invisible Taggant
    - Real DNA is manufactured into paper that can be verified with special equipment
  - Chemically Reactive Paper
    - Five families of chemical reactive solvents identify stains, showing evidence of chemical altering
  - Fluorescent Fibres
    - Only visible under ultraviolet light and can not be photocopied
  - Chemical Toner Anchorage
    - An advanced coating on the paper that maximizes the adhesion of the laser toner to the paper fibre surface to prevent tampering

- **3D Standard Security Features Included on Front of Cheque**
  - Micro Security Printing
    - Very small print, readable under magnification and difficult to replicate
  - Security Pantograph Pattern
    - Intricate screens designed to not copy or scan well
  - Micro Encoding
    - Cheques are numbered using special characters and magnetic toner, verified in-house via cheque verification machine

- **4D Standard Security Features Included on Back of Cheque**
  - Custom Security Ink
    - Drop out pattern with covert security ink
  - Warning Box
    - Explains document’s security features to alert handlers and deter forgery
  - “Padlock”
    - Representing special security features that exceed bank requirements

Advanced Security for Additional Protection

- Security Void Pantograph Pattern
  - Intricate screens designed to not copy or scan well, and show ‘Void’ if copied in color and black and white

- SCS-Blockout
  - Pattern that makes duplication or color copying nearly impossible

Additional UV Security Toner Anchorage

- Bonds laser toner to paper fibre to prevent its removal

Thermochromic Ink

- Sensitive to temperature and turns colourless when rubbed or photocopied, before reverting to original state

Coin Reactive Ink

- Colourless ink shows instant authenticity verification when rubbed with a coin

Chemical Sensitive and Erasable Inks Available
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100% Software Compatible

Standard or customized Rainbow Printing Ltd. can meet the requirements of your software. Our laser cheques are compatible with both Laser and Inkjet printers.

Our security features are proven and exceed all banking institution requirements in Canada and the United States.

Standard Laser Cheque Color Options

Custom colors are available upon request.